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O. W. MARKLEY
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tJniversity of Houston at Clear Lake Ciry, Houston, Texas

THE PRESENT AS A UNIOUE ERA

It has become a common observation that change is the keynote

of the recent past, the present, and the expected future for most

of the world's population. Much less common, bur possibly more

important, is the observation that the nature of change currently
in 

-proc.ess 
may in retrosPecf well prove to have been more funda-

-*"^t ^-l tr^- -^^-L:-- f^= tl-^ -..i.-.ii-., ^f *^-l'i-J tL... 1t.^ !'oo..meiiiai aiiu iai ieaLiiiilg ioI tiie iii;iiuiiLy cri iiiairAui(J Lrrdrr rI4s uscrr

experienced for cencuries or even millenia. In discussing today's

topi., "Problems of Human Unity," I can think of nothing more

,"i"u"rrt to contribute than a brief analysis of why pervasive

change is required in our time, a particular type of change which

,"u*i rnost needful for the future, and some social policies

through which it might be fostereci.
From the perspective of recorded history, the present eta

appears to be unique in at least two ways. First, it is a period in

*ii.tr the so-caii",i "d"o*ioped" nations (and increasingiy the
.,developing" narions as well)-are living off the legacy of virtualiy
,ror,-r"pi"r,iihable minerals and fossil fuels of this planet.r Simul-

raneous with this depierion has been a despoiling of an increasing

fraction of the y"t i.tt"-*ble portions of the ecology on which

human survival depends.2 The excesses of the Present were

*A revised version of a presentation to the International Seminar on Human Unity,

sDonsored by the Indian i4inittry of Education and Youth Services in celebration of

tire Sri Aurobindo Centenary, Nerv Delhi, December 5-7 ,1,97?.
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122 MARKLEY

preceded by millenia during which man's consumption from rhe
ecological reservoir was small and his impact on the planerary
environment minor. It must be followed by a period of indefinire
duration in which human activity fits some new set of ecological
relationships which will likely be antitherical to many of the
basic values and norms on which industrialized socieries of the
present are based. How to limit excessive consumption of these
resources by the more affluent nations, while not preventine less

affluent nations from getting their fair share, is one of the funda-
mental problems facing the world today.

Second, the present era is unique in that the processes and
products of the industrial revoludon have led to the creation of
intra- and transnational institutions that have become increasingly
specialized, complex, and "close-coupled": a ehange in one sector
of a society quickly and strongly affects orher sectors, ofren in
unanticipated ways that are difficult to manage. As Sir Geoffrey
Vickers has noted,3 this eomplex of i.:nstitutions has "displaceC,
though not replaced, the natural world as the immediate environ-
ment of man in our more industrialized societies." We have
become dependent on the functioning of such instisutional sys-

tems for the production and disribution of essential goods and
services; hence our collective survivai depends on their continued
systemic integrity.

Human systems, however, depend on trust, agreement, and
political law rather than on unchanging "netural" law, hence they
are inherenrly less stable in times of rapid culturai change than are

"natural" systems. They are particularly sensitive to breakdowns
caused by war, terrorism, and simplistic attempts at reform. The
hope of avoiding such breakciowns and an intensification of rhe
systemically relared problims of the world seems dim indeed,
however, given: 1) the present tendency of individual institutions
(both national and subnational) to "suboptimize"-that is, to
secure an advantage for one part of the system at the cost of
poorer system performance overall; and z) the present polirical
inabiiity to create a wori.abie -orid mechanism to adequately
govern these institutional systems.

From this perspective, then, "human unity" seems rnore a
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necessity than an abstract ideal. Of course, a variety of problems
must be overcome if this ideal is to be realized. Rather than list
such problems, however, it may be more illuminating to construct
a wider context for studying them.

A NEW PERSPECTIVE FOR VIEWING SOCIETAL
PROBLEMS AT.iD POLICIES4

To understand the diversity of societal problems in an overall
perspectil€, it may be useful to thinlc of iour roughly de{ined
types or levels of problems.

1) Substantiue problems lie at an applied or cperational level,
and are usually identified as immediate targets for correc-
tive attention or increased allocation of money or other
resources.

2) Procedural problems are those that impede the process of
collectively setting priorities and strategies to solve the
substan-tive preblerns.

3) Normatite problems concern the appropriateness and
effecdveness of a people's values, preferences, goals, and
so forth, that are the basis of planning and priority setting.

4) Conceptual problems are difficulties that seem to be in-
trinsic to the way we think, the words we use-in short, to
the particular vision or understanding of reaiity that is

dominant in a culture*thus affecting our ways of perceiv-
ing and doing, and also the formation of our normative
values.

These four categories can be thought of as referring to the levels

of: 1) 'action; 2) ccmmunication and decision; 3) ideais; anci

4) ideas.
The importance of distinguishing the above four levels is evi-

denced. by the fact that most informed persons agree on what the
crucial substantive problems of our time are. Most of the visible
disagreement-and at least in the United States, most of the policy
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analysis supported by government funds-occurs at the procedural
level, in the assignment of priorities and the choice of strategies.
Explicit analysis of normative values and of alternative concep-
tions or Gestalt understandings of the total situation are, however,
almost totally left out of scientifically or politically oriented
policy analysis and problem solving. Thus, by ad&essing ourselves

to the normative and conceptual levels of inquiry, we may create
new understandings through which societal problems that pre-
viously looked irresolvable may become tractable.

THE INDUSTRIALSTATE PARADIGM
AND ITS LIMITATIONS

A useful way of thinking about problems at the conceptual level
has been provided by the historian of science, T. S. Kuhn.s He

uses the term "dominant paradigm" to refer to the basic ways of
perceiving, thinking, and doing that are associated with a Particu-
lar vision of reality, largely embodied in unquestioned, tacit
understandings transmitted primarily through outward behavior,
and only se-ondarily through written codes and'explanations.
Although Kuhn used the concept mainly in connection with the

evolutionary transformations in science (e'g., from Newtonian
mechanics to quanrum mechanics and relativity) the idea of
dominant paradigms is equally useful in considering cultural
transformations.6

In historical retrospect, we can infer the existence of a cultural
paradigm which began its climb to dominance several centuries ago

in Western Europe, has since influenced all aspects of Western

culture, and is now influencing all cultures of the world. For
convenience we may call it the "industrial-state" paradigm. This
paradigm, sharply differing from the dominant paradigm of the
pre-industrial Middle Ages and early Renaissance periods, is

characterized by:

o Development and application of scientific method
o Wedding of scientific and technological development
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r Industrialization through division of labor
o Progress defined as cethttological and economic growth
r Acquisitive materialism, the economic-man image and work

ethic
o Man seeking control over nature through a positivistic theory

of knowledge

Althoueh the industrial-state paradigm has been strikinglv suc-

cessful, there are reasons for suspecting that it is gradually break-

ing down. The beginning of breakdown of the paradigm can be

inferred by the fact that its successes underlie so many serious

social problems of our day. Table 1 illustrates this point. The left
hand iolumn lists some of the achievemenrs of the highly indus-

trialized nation{tate system; the right hand column shows the

corresponding problems to which these have led'
A less obuio,rs etfect of the industrial state paradigm has to do

with sourees of new values, The developmeqt of science wirhin
this paradigm has eroded-and almosr replaced-religion and orher

ryp"i of sub.iective experience as a giver of objective-knowledge'

In-so doing, however, it has also eroded-but, not replaced-these
modes of eiperience as givers of basic positive values.

The industrial-state paradigm, then, was an ideal way to increase

man's standaid of living and to bring problems of physical survival

under conrrol. It was idmirably suired for the rransition, guided

by earlier values, from a world made up of low-techno-logyagra-rian

endeavors and city-states to one dominated by high-teehnology

nation-states. It now aPpears ill-suited for the further transition to
a planerary society thar would (or at least could) distribute its

"fiirer,." 
equitabiy and reguiate itseii humaneiy. Our present

societal proLl"*r, particularly at the normative and conceptual

levels, 
"pp."r 

ro be ultimately unsolvable in the industrial-srate

paradigm precisely because rheir origins are in rhe success of that
paradigm and because its institutions of science and governance

[tuu. t o adequate source of new values to continuously guide

themselves out of the dilemmas they have largely created'

Of course the assertion that the industrial-state paradigm is

probably breaking down cannot be proved at this rime. Nor does
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Tabie 1 Seiected Successes and Associated Probiems of
the Technological/lndustrial Era

ttSuccesses tt
Problems Resulting from
Being "Too Successful"

Prolonging the life span

t*teapons for national defense

Machine replacement of manual
--J -^,.;-- l-L^-dtlu r u9lrtrg r4uvl

Advances in communication and
transPortation

Efficient production systems

Affluence

c--:-f-^-:-- -f L--:- - --l-,JaLllragtrou ul uasrg trecos

Expanded power of human choice

Expanded weaith of deveioped
nations

Overpopulation i problems of the aged

Hazard, of mass destruction through
nuclear and biological weapons

Exacerbated unemployment, urbaniza-
.:^-lrurl

Increasing air, noise, and land poliu-
tion ; information overload; vulnera-
bility of a complex society tc break-
down

Dehumanization of ordinary work

lncreased per capita consumption of
energy and goods, leading to pollution
and depletion of the earth's resources
rtr- lJ !l I .? f....worrgwloe revolunons oI -'nsrng

exPectations " ; rebellion against
nonmeaningful work; unrest among
affluent students

Inability or unwillingness to assume
responsibility for the consequences
of technological applica tions

Increasing gap between "have" and
"have-not" nations; frustration of
the "revolutions of rising expectations"

it represent a view that is currendy endorsed by the majority of
policy planners who work in established insrirurions. Such
pianners typicaily view rhe f-uture as a relarively linear extrapoia-
tion of the past and present, expecting new technological innova-
tions to be adequate (as in the past) to solve the problems of the
furure; structural change in societal institurions and cultural values
thcrcfore are assumed to be unnecessary. For the reasons that
have been prescnted, however, it would seem that a profound
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transforrnation of what I have rermed the industrial-srate paradigm
is, in iact, necessary. At the uery ieast, such a transformational
view of our era is in urgent need of explorarion and analysis, for
it rnay provide a pathway to a beter furure for all mankind.

POLICIES FOR INCREMENTAL TRANSFORMATION

Assuming that the influential .,industrial-state" paradigm has
become dangerously obsolescent and is in the pro.ert of bieaking
down, how might we seek to obtain a constructive replacement?
(I assume rhat violent revolurion is not a desrable alrernative.)

Akhough not initially obvious, ir is likely impossible ro rhink
out or to "invent" a replacement paradigm within the framework
of the Dresent one ias. f.rr e*rmnl"- , rJ* nrti^nql f^r"io. nnlierrI \ -------I- -"'-.b..
might be constructed). Paradigms, like what Rokeach hai termed
"basic values,"? are so deep and fundamental to human experi-
ence that lh"r, "tt.^t he liro.tlr, ^l-"o.',oJ l-,,r.^.L-. *,,.. L----,- ----- ----, vvu, Vut r4Lravt trrUSL UU

inferred by observing rhe behaviors we believe they lead ro; and
while the replacement of a dominant paradigm occurs by means of
n hA n r . "-.;-. ^f i-'^*-*:-- :-^:-L.- <r---L^^^ .:- ^ L^^ ^' --' ,,vrrv vr 4 oerrLr vr !!lu6r4lttr6 trrJrSttLs wltusg LIultr ll45 coJlle,
premature attempts to force transforrnation are either ignored or,
if forced, become counrer-productive in that they actually delay
the accepcance of the new.8

Thus rational planning of the precise substance of a new para-
digm and the process€s through which it could be construcred
seems unieasibie. This is perhaps iorrunare, because we-ar ieasr
those of us in the highly indusrrialized nations-are rhe products
of the very paradigm we must rransform, and our rarional thought
processes are but a reflection of this paradigm. As in the process
of psychotherapy, the very things that thi parienr thinks will
get him out of his difficulries so often rurn out ro make rhe
situation worse.

A preferable strategy is that of contacting our crearive potential
in ways that transccnd rhe limirations of ritionality, and of inte-
grating the crcativc or suprarational with the other levels of human
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thought and feeling. Only then, I believe, are we likely to obtain
the new conceptions and actions that our era and the future
demand. By directing such creative functioning to disciplined
synthesis and integrative thinking at various levels in society, it
should be possible to foster the occurrence of a series of increas-
ingly related insights and applications from various sciences, from
various religious-philosophical-therapeutic movements, and from
various national and transnational institutions of commerce and
governance-which as their relationship is recognized, would lead
to the emergence of a new cultural paradigm for a planetary
society.

Therefore, it would seem desirable to devise social policies that
lead to actions which, though imbedded in and accepting present
realities, lead through incremental short-run steps in the directions
required for constructive long-run transformation and human
unity. A'relatively sudden coalescence of related insights from
diverse fields of inquiry and institutions may come at some time
in the future and may lead to a new world science-economics-
reiigiousgovernance paradigm, but I believe it would be a mistake
to make a "grand plan" with a well-fixed end in mind.

The discussion below is thus an attempt to create a framework
for thinking about actions and policies that would contribute to
such a transformation and to an eventual realization of human
unity, world political order, and a dynamic ecological stability for
the planet. It assumes the need for and the likelihaod of:

1) Increasing attention to the normative and conceptual levels
in institutionalized policy-planning processes; and

2) The development and legitimir^iin of creative processes

at all levels in society-both for individuals and for
groups-through which the needed new insights and
motivations may be realized.

To deal coherently with such a broad range of concerns, the
discussion follows the matrix shown in Figure 1, where five tasks

are presented in terms of various approaches to their accomPlish-
ment-a) creative processes, b) planning and research, c) econom-
ics, d) education, and e) institutions.



(") (b) (") (d) (.)
Required Creative Planning and
Tasks Processes Research Economics Education Institutions

1. Establish new
sense ofworld 131* 131 132 133 134
purPose

2. Obtain and use
new conceptuali- 135 136 L37 138 138
zations

3. Alter values,

il perceptions, 140 t4l I4L l4l t42(o premises

4. Guide/regulate
technological
development and 143 144 144 144 145
application

5. Serve the varied
needs ofdiffering
peoples

'i

1,46 146 t47 147 147

*Note: The number in each matrix section refers to the page number of this article where the section is discussed.

Figure 1 Matrix for discussing incremental policies for transformation.
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Establish a new sense of world purpose

A number of thinkers throughout history have recognized the
importance of the "guiding image" or "dominant purpose."
Johann Andrea, a German Utopian writing in the early seventeenth
century, noted in his book entitled Christianopolis, "thar in order
to live wisely, men must have a sense of participation in a uniting
purpose understandable to all, vital enough and noble enough to
be the object of a common sense of dedication."e More recently
the Dutch sociologist, Fred Polak, in his book, The Intage of the
Future,lo deduced from a study of history thar the ability of an
ideology (ot, I would add, a paradigm) to mobilize society
depends in large part on the optimisric or pessimistic quality of
its images of the future, and on whether it holds thar the future
can be changed by human activity in the ways rhat are desired.
The general systems theorist Ludwig von Bertalanffy has surmised
that a unification of world political systems is impossible without
some type of universal symbolism that would appeal ro man's
unconscious mental processes.ll

The creative vision of the great persons and the guiding images
of the great cultures of hisrory have played a crucial role in the
development of our several societies. Many of these guiding images
have an as yet unrealized potential for developing a universal sense

of world purpose and unification;they have common elements not
usually recognized, and may not be as mutually contradictory as

is commonly believed. Hence it may be useful to seek out and
make visible those common elements in the guiding images of
different societies which point in the direction of commonly
sensed world purpose. For example, consider; 1) the Marxist-
Leninist vision of the two stages for the Russian Revolution (first
a state-dominated socialism and then-with a withering away of
the state as'a result of increased citizen awareness,-a transition to
a "true communism" in which the ideal "from each according to
his abilities, to each according to his needs" would be realized;l2
2) the two-level concept of suaraj (freedom, both political and
spiritual) with which Sri Aurobindo helped inspire India's national
freedom movement;l3 and 3) the twin mottos E Pluribus LJnum
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(urrity' out of diversity) and Nolas Ordo Seclorum (a new order
for the ages), which appear with the unfinished pyramid and rrans-
cendental eye on the Great Seal of the United States. Although
the political doctrines rhar accompany such guiding images often
seem to conflict at one level, note that each contains a second
level of unfinished business which are nor all that different from:
1) each other; or 2) more transcendent images such as Chardin's
"Noosphere"l4-or Aurobindo's "supermir-rj.rr1s If better under-
stood and publicized, such "second level,' commonaiities and
complementaries intrinsic to images such as these might well
contribute to a new sense of common world purpose.

Creative processes - In the Bhagar.,ad-Gira Krishna (God) asserts:
"in every age I came back to deiiver the good, to destroy the sin of
rhe sinner, to establish righteousness." This metaphor of the Gita
has been amply documented by the anthropologist A. F. C.
Wa1lacer6 who derived a series of stages through r,r'hich many
"revitalization movements" of the past have proceeded. Typical
in one of these stages is an illuminating dream. or revelation-a
suprarational creative episode-that both inspires the recipient to
become a charismatic leader of the social reform movement he is
to create, and gives him the directions with which to proceed.
Although movemenrs with a "charismaric leader" and wiih ,,true

believers" as followers may have been adequate in the past, the
complexities of the modern world would seem to dictate that
such creative experiences and rhe possibility of a raised level of
awareness must now be brought within the reach of many.

Thus, in addition ro attemprs to revitalize past guiding images
and unrealized purposes of various societies and culture, we need
to develop and to make socially legitimare a variety of creative
processes through which a substantial fraction of world citizens
could participate in a work vision for world reform and order.

Planning and research - While many of rhe goals of various
nations and institutions, of course, differ, this should nor prevent
the inclusion of planetary concerns from being considered as well.
As this is not typically rhe case, however, merhods need to be
developed that would help legitimize the consideration of larger
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purposes in planning, research, and development at all levels
throughout society. John Platt has suggested a way in which this
might be accomplished.tT He has advocated the formation of
"councils of urgent studies" whose task it would be to: 1)survey
contemporary societal problems and capabilities; and 2) mak'e
recommendations regarding high priority areas for research whose
exploration is imperative.

Economics - As noted above, many of the problems and issues
facing us arise not so much from the failures but from the suc-
cesses of the industrial-stare paradigm. This is parricularly true in
the economic secror of the developed nations. As the great British
economist, John M. Keynes succinctly stated:18

. .. the economic problem, the struggle for subsistence,.always has been
hitherto the primary, mosr pressing problem of the human race. . . . Thus we
have been expressly evolved by nature-with all our impulses and deepest
instincts-for the purpose of solving the economic problem. If the economic
problem is solved, mankind wiil be deprived of its traditional purpose. Thus
for the first rime since his creation man will be faced with hii real, his perma-
nent problem-how to use his freedom from pressing economic cares, how
to occupy the leisure, which science will have won for him , . . yet there is
no country and no people, I think, who can look forward to the age of
leisure and of abundance without a dread. For we have been trained too long
to strive and not to enjoy.

The developmenr of the industrial narions of the world and
their institutions have been largely guided by economic considera-
tions, and only now are we learning the central weakness of the
market system: the market has no inherent direction other than
to satisfy the forces of supply and demand. But we have learned
to create demand by advertising and image manipulation through
such media as moyies. "Thus, the danger exists that the market
system, in an environment of genuine abundance, may become an
instrument which liberates man from real want only to enslave
him to purposes for which it is increasingly difficult to find social
and moral justification. 1e

Although few people realize it, the present level of affluence
enjoyed by our most developed nations may be impossible to
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extend to all rhe peoples of the world. Many of the vital minerals
on which highly developed technology depends, if drawn upon by
even the _present world population at a per capita rate equal to
that of the United Srates, would be depleted within fifty years.
The United States wirh only 6 per cent of the world population,
consumes some 40 per cent of world resources-not, I think,
because of any selfishness of the American people, bur because of
the kanna intrinsic to what I have t".-"d the industrial-state
paradigm. And this partern is growing rather than diminishing i'
our time.

- Gigantic multi-national corporations are now rapidly being
developed that are in large part designed to profit from the wage-
price differentials between narions at different levels of economic
development. Unless the operative values of such corporations are
changed, theirgrowth is sure to increase, rather than tL ameliorate,
the growing strain on the resources of the planet and the discrep-
ancy between industriahzed and poor nations.

can we afford these costs, even though such corporations bring
with them an opporrunity for increased world.order and an in-
creased standard of living for developing nations? I rhink not.
As the former Prime Minister of Canada, Lester pearson, observed:
"No planet can survive half slave, half free; half engulfed in
misery, half careening along toward the supposed joys of an
almost unlimited consumption . . . Neither oui e.ology nor our
morality could survive such contrasts."20 And neither could world
political stability.

It is therefore evident that a new sense of world purpose relat-
ing to economics-the management of resources, the modification
of incentives for distriburion and consumption-is of crucial
importance. It must harken back ro one of the root meanings of
the very word economics-that of ,,home management." We must
come to see the, planet as the home of the one family of man and
to act accordingly.

Education - Clearly the role of education is crucial to the
establishment of a new sense of world purpose. Most educationa-l
systems have promulgarcd the need for narional unity and accept-
ance of the current national purposes as part of rhe socializati,cn
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process children are brought through. Too often, however,
students are taught only the differences that divide the major
ideologies and systems of the world; more emphasis needs to be
placed on the similarities as well, and on the possibilities for
synthesis. Thus, a sense of responsibility for and participation
in the future of the human race and of the planet could be in-
stilled in the children of all cultures.

lnstitutions - Vital to the emergence of a replacement cultural
paradigm that would support a new world order and human unity
is the fostering of a sensed world purpose for the institutions that
significantly affecr national policy making (e.g. defense). For
this to happen it is necessary to first raise the overall level of
ethical awareness of mankind, because nations cannot be expected
to willingly forego defensive social policies without an increase in
the level of trust that is shared among nations, The creation of
transnational institutions which are governed by rePresentative
participants is one way to foster such a sense of trust. Another
way would be to develop methods of negotiation which are not
based on a force/counter-force strategy. The Japanese martial
art of Aikido might prove a useful model to explore in this regard.

Obtain and use new conceptualizations

Lewis Mumford has noted that there have probably been not
more than about half a dozen profound transformations of
Western society since primitive man, each of which was accom-
panied by a change in the dominant underlying metaphysic-the
basic, implicit, taken-asgiven vision of reality.2l The interrelated-
ness of the underlying metaphysic and the dominant paradigm of
the culture, is suggested by Kenneth Boulding's22 observation
that the transformation to the present paradigm of science-based

technological and industrial development was not possible undl
the metaphysic of animism was replaced by one in which will
was considered essentially and solely a ProPerty of the minds and

souls of men, and not of inanimate natural objects. (We note
parenthetically that there may be growing a new, sciendfically
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based metaphysic which will once again find conscious intelligence
and feeling in lower life forms. The work of various invesrigators
indicate that plants, eBgs, and other lower life forms may, in facr,
exhibit telepathic awareness and "emotional" responsiveness.)23

The point here is that the dominant indusrrial-state paradigm of
Western culture can in all likelfiood be adequately replaced only
if there is a transformation ro an underlylng metaphysic that
could unite all culfures-and thus a transformation far more pro-
found than other changes that are revolutionary only in a social
or political sense. We might well apply ro this type of reconcep-
tualization, as did Pearce, the Greek word for religious conversion,
metanoia: "a fundamental transformation of mind."2a

Creative processes - What should the characteristics of such a
transformed metaphysic be, and through what creative processes
could it be discovered or emerge?

Victor Ferkiss, addressing just this quesrion, identified three
basic elements that a "new" metaphysic to replace that which
underlay the industrial-state paradigm should conrain.2s The firsr
is a "new naturalism," which affkms that man is ibsolutely a pert
of nature, of a universe that is always in the process of becoming.
The second element, a "new holism," is the perception or basic
premise that "no part can be defined or understood save in rela-
tion to the whole." The third, a "new immanentism," is the under-
standing that the whole is "derermined not from outside, but from
within." That such a metaphysic would not, in fact, be new, is
attested by the scholarship of Aldous Huxley who showe d in The
Pererutial Philosophy26 that the "highest common denominator"
of all major world religions places man's final end in the knowl-
edge of the immanent and rranscendent Ground of all being
through which all is seen as interrelated. Although typically not
realized in practice by many persons at any given point in rime.
the "perennial philosophy" is the source of inspiration and sub-
stance that has recurred time and again throughout history. What
would be new indeed would be the realization of Sri Aurobindo's
guiding vision-namely, the bringing of a "supramind" process
down to the mundane level of human concerns and activities, such
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that the reality of the "perennial philosophy" could become
consciously operational in world policy.

A variety of old and new creative processes exist through which
(it is claimed) metanoia can be experienced-some typically lead-
ing to breakthroughs of vivid suddenness, some acting much more
slowly. Various forms of prayer,27 traditional yoga,z8 integral
yoga,2e Psychosynthesis,30 psychedelic drugs,3l Scientology
processes32 -these and various other techniques, when used with
appropriate "set and setting"33 are currently being applied to
precipitate a "crack in the cosmic egg" that leads to a radical
alteration in one's personally held metaphysic.

Planning and research - Most of the techniques noted immedi-
ately above are oriented to essentially indiuidual experience. If
cultural and individual differences are to be transcended, however,
it would help to also have a variety of techniques that might foster
group metanoia-processes that could open up participants to
simulraneous, shared insight among group members who in this
way could transcend the limitations of individual experience and
ordinary verbal communication. Although this goal may seem

unrealistic from the viewpoint of conrrentional psychological
thought, numerous mystic and occult writings, and at least one
laboratory experiment3a indicate that this is a feasible avenue
for research.

Although a variety of processes are believed by partisans to be
useful in catalyzing the metanoic experience, virtuaily no sys-

tematic research is being conducted which would either test the
claimed efficacy of various techniques or compare the character-
istics of differing techniques so that the newcomer to such
exploration could more wisely choose which approach to seek out
and attempt. Such eualuatiue research is needed, both regarding
the metanoic processes discussed above, and the processes to
change values and perceptions discussed later.

If metanoic processes are to become at all commonplace, and if
the new conceptions (to which they will surely lead) are to be in-

tegrated into the policy process, there is a need for applied policy
research that would seek better ways to accommodate new
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conceptions and strategies, while yet proceeding with the "scien-
tific" methods that have grown with an older paradigm. An
approach that may promote this rype of inregration has been
suggested by Edgar Dunn. He recommends what he rerms an
evolutionary "process teleology" in which "human beings . . .

establish the process of human development as the goal of che

process of social evolution, bosh the process and the goal (being)
understood to be open to further transformation as we advance
in the practice and understanding of them."3s

A high priority among theoretical tasks-given the lack of
normative values in science-should be the development of what
might be termed a new "moral science." I use this term to indi-
cate the possibility and desirability of developing an overall
paradigm for scientific inquiry, technological application, and
the conduct of both that would serve the needs of a "process
teleology" as defined above. Such a new paradigm might render
the questions of the nature of the good life and the good society
amenable to empirical inquiry somewhar as questions about
wholesome (holy) diet were earlier transferred.from the realm
of religion to that of science. If such a moral science were to
materialize, its survival value could be extraordinarily high given
the problems associated with the industrial-state paradigm noted
above. It could revolutionize the nature of man's existence and
significantly contribute to the cause of human unity.

Economics - The economist Robert Heilbroner has noted that
". . . the central problem which is likely to confront the societies
of tomorrow is nothing less than the creation of a ncw relation-
ship between the econontic aspect of existence and human life
in its totality.rrle 1'l-t" economic models of industrial societies-
like those of their science and its application-have no rationale
with which to reflect post-industrial values. Although therc is

now a crucial need to limit consumption in the highly indus-
trialized societies and to redistribute material resources to those
that are less affluent, our present cconomics systems make this
difficult if not impossible. Thus, just as we need new concepcions
for a "moral science," wc also need new conceptions and models
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for a "moral economics"-an economics that would embrace the
best characteristics of free enterprise and of socialism, and provide
a world economic order while yet offering different incentives to
societies that are at different levels of material development.

Education - The role of education is crucial both in the crea-

tion of new conceptualizations and in the propagation of new
conceptualizations to new generations of students. But formal
education itself needs reconceptualization if it is to serve these
functions. The late anthropologist Margaret Mead used the term
"prefigurative" to denote the ways in which the culture of the
United Smtes is increasingly following the leadership of youth36 -
young people who in greater numbers than their elders are turning
to systematic disciplines through which they might raise their
leuel of consciousness and thereby "preadapt" to change. The
institutions of formal education, however, have not kept pace.

The word "educate" stems from the Latin word educere, "to
bring forth, as something latenc." This conception of education,
like the "perennial philosophy" discussed above is not new at all,
but needs to be revived in our time. The present dominant mode
of "education" (the teacher/textbook/classroom approach), like
the industrial-state paradigm from which it grew and which it
serves, was an ideal way to mold students into good seruants of in-
dustry, but it is of questionable value for a post-industrial future.

lnstitutions - The resistance of institutions to change is one of
the most difficult problems of social policy research. As Donald
Michael has shown,37 there is an almost universal unwillingness to
acknowlcdge changes in society, which, if recognized, would imply
a need for drastic shifts in the functional prioritics and in the
operating structure of organizations, and for the replacement or
modification of peoplcs' roles in those organizations. Further-
more, most'political institutions currently operate from a conven-
tional wisdom that sees error, like sin, as something not only to
be avoided, but ro be hidden as well. However, "error signals" or
discrepancies bctween desired and actual results need to be re-

garded more as neccssary data for social nlanagement than as

cvidcnce of failurc (hcnce to bc hidden from view).
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These are difficult problems which will not be easy to work out,
but new conceptualizations of the proper role and function of
institutions in society (of which Dunn's thinking noted above
and Michael's provide but two examples) should go far in making
these problems more tractable.

Alter values, perceptions, and premises

Just as the industrial-state paradigm may be breaking down and is
in need of replacement, so too are the attitudes, values, percep-
tions, and premises that have been associated with it. In fact it
is very unlikely that a replacement paradigm is even possible unril
a substantial shift in attitudes and values has occurred, such that
rhe old paradigm is clearly seen as obsolete and in conflict with
present ideas and desires. Among the premises that appear in
particular need of alteration, the following seem of special
importance:38

o That the pride of families, the power of nations, and the
survival of the human species all are to be.furthered (as in
the past) by population increase.

o (The "technological imperative") that any technology that
can be developed, and any knowledge than can be applied,
should be.

o That the summed knowledge of experts constitutes wisdom.
o That rationality and reductionism in scientific thinking are

the approaches to knowledge most to be trusted.
o That men are essentially separate, so that little intrinsic

responsibility is felt for the effects of present actions or
remote individuals or future generations.

o That man is separate from nature, and hence that nature is
to be exploited and controlled rather than cooperated with.

o That quality of life is furthered by a system of economics
based on cver-increasing consumption.

o That the future of the planet can safely be left to autono-
mous nation-states, operating essentially independently.

o That "what ought to bc" is not a meaningful concept because

it is not achievable.
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In particular, a new sense of emotional and intellectual aware-
ness is needed of the ineluctable facts that we are of one species,
on one planet, with total responsibility for the future of both;
that (as in nature) our potential for continued survival is enhanced
through diversity of form rather than sameness, and hence that the
"developed" nations must leave the "developing" nations free to
develop alternative economic and social systems if they choose.

However, specific changes in basic values, perceptions, and
premises, although needed, should not be attempted by "top-
down" control. Nor is this type of control likely to be needed.
Already we see signs in America that a substantial proporrion of
youth elites are shifting away from desiring material affluence and
consumption toward social service and the kind of cultural trans-
formation being discussed here.3e Thus social policies that will
keep pace with such changing perceptions and values may well be
more appropriate than direct attempts to manipulate changes in
such attitudes and values.

Creative processes - Although top-down conrrol is undesirable,
a variety of creative processes which foster change in.attitudes and
perceptions do appear necessary and useful. Several spiritual
disciplines and psychological processes have already been noted
as useful to hasten the experience of "metanoia"-the holistic
mental transformation that brings a reconceptualization of reality.
Not all persons will have this type of experience and, for those
who do, there follows the need to communicate, to modify, and
to harmonize their newly found conceptions with those of others.
If the cause of human unity is to be significantly advanced, we
must find acceptable techniques which help persons of differing
backgrounds and conceptions to synthesize from their differ-
ences a uni{ied point of view. Such techniques as Synectics,ao
"gro*p dynamics"4l and "behavior modification"a2 have been
found effective aids toward these ends in the United States and
some other nations. They need to be tried with diverse groups in
task-oriented situations-such as the recent Stockholm Confer-
ence on the environment. In general, however, not only social-
psychological processes but also cultural customs are needed that
foster openness, authenticit/, free exploration, and willingness to
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risk and that are supportive of the individual while he reexamines
deeply-held values, perceprions, and premises-whether he be by
himself or in a task-orienred group.

Planning and research - Much of the discussion presented above
regarding the planning and research needed to obtain and use new
conceptions applies equally here to the task of altering values
and perceptions. A somewhat different, but equally important
approach to new conceptions and changed premises is the study,
development, and application of general systems theory. An
alternate way of viewing Table 1 is as a list of some rather simplis-
tically phrased examples where the fulfillment of limited system
goals-the larger system needs and goals being either misunder-
stood or ignored-has led to difficulties which will remain
unresolvable until application of multilevel systems managemenr
concepts become feasible. Thus this area of investigation warrants
a high priority. (An excellent non-rechnical exploration of the
importance of and problems in general sysrems thinking is
described by Mary Bateson's Our C)wn lrletuphor-A Personal
Account of a Conference on the Effects of Conscious Purpose on
Human Adaptation.a3

Economics - Given the enormous vested interests in, and
inertia of, the economic sysrems of the present, ir is unlikely that
significant economic reform will be feasible wirhout strong pres-
sure for change from the citizenry of our various nationsl Such
demands for change are unlikely, however, unless we: 1) come to
see that the long-range prospects for humanity are disastrous if
we continue current economic premises and values that hinder
full employment, equitable distribution, and regulation of con-
sumption within reasonable limits; and 2) come ro feel responsi-
ble for the welfare of all mankind-both present and future-such
that we are more willing to forego a portion of our own desires
for the larger good.

Education - If we are convinced rhat rhe various aspects of the
industrial-state paradigm and its associated values, perceptions,
and premises are enormous obstacles to the achievement of a

balanced ecology, a world order, and human unity, then it follows
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that education toward changing those premises is the paramount
educational task in all nations which embrace it. Such education
should be directed toward responsible stewardship of life on earth
with the associated changes in values and premises that are
required; and such education will have to offer-and have applied
to it-the kinds of person-changing techniques noted above.

lnstitutions - Sir Winston Churchill once noted: "We shape our
buildings, thereafter they shape us." So too, our institutions. As
the guiding values, purposes, and functions of our major societal
institutions are based on nation-state ideals, it is obviously neces-
sary to alter them if the cause of human unity is to be advanced.

One of the more effective ways that altered perceptions of
obsolescent institutions come about is through the folk arts-arts
whose contribution to change is often seen by those in power as

being seditious. While not suggesting that governments utilize the
folk arts to influence attitudes, they could at least not place
obstacles in the way of folk artists and their followers who "dance
to a new drummer."

In addition to what has been said earlier, there is'need for wide-
ranging experimentation with alternative institutional forms that
are based on differing premises and values. Auroville is a good
example of a profound experiment, but many more are needed.

Only if such experimentation takes place can be contrast, com-
pare, and synthesize the best aspects of each for widespread use

throughout our various societies. While it is useful for some of
these ventures to be self-supporting, it is of vital importance that
others receive support from public funds, for institutional experi-
mentation is very costly and difficult to conduct.

G u i de/ regu late tech nol ogical devel opment and appl ication

One of the most pernicious of the premises I have listed is the

"technological imperative"-the premise that any technology that
can be developed, and any knowledge that can be applied, should
be. Like most of the others, this premise was very useful duringan
earlier era, but man's technological capability is now outrunning
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his capacity to deal wisely with rhe tools he has creared. Although
the most appropriate means for doing so are not yet clear, it is
evident that some form of control must be exercised over tech-
nological development and applicarion. Furthermore, this control,
to be equitable and effective, musr include ar leasr the entire
developed world.

Creative processes - The above secrions dealing with creative
or supra-rational processes dealt only with their posirive potenrial
for mankind, but their negative potential must be reckoned with
as well. Coincident with rhe rise of inreresr in meditation and
exercises for spirtual development and creativity, we find an
increase in interest in the occult and various "psychic" skills, such
as telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis.

While dependable information is far too sparse as yet, it appears
that recent breakthroughs in learning theory, electronic instru-
mentation, and hypnosis-when appropriately combined-make it
possible to train "normals" to acquire these skills. At least one
journalistics source indicates that these kinds of skills are being
developed for military applications, and several research reports
indicate that external manipulation of mental phenomena is pos-
sible by very high frequency electro-magneric means.as Obviously
much of this work is being kept secrer, but there does appear to
be reasonable evidence that man's propensity for war and manipu-
lation has now progressed from the making of physical, chemical,
and biological weapons to psychological and psychic ones as well.

Various types of psychic knowledge and skills, assuming they
are valid, hold enormous and potentially consrrucrive implications
for mankind but consider the following question:

Would you like to live in a world in which a substantial fracrion of the
population had well-developed skills of telepathy, psychokinesis, etc., giuerl
the present leuels of moral and ethical det,elopment that exist in our seuerel

societies?

A crucial choice faces researchers in the new "psychic" scienccs

-a choice that was not available to the inventors of atomic and
nuclear weaponry. The choice is whether psychic training
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processes should be devised that would lead to skills and technolo-
gies that are likely to be applied in a "value-free" fashion (the
responsibility for the use of these skiils and technologies thereby
residing in the traditional institutions of power); or instead, should
those training processes be developed which would couple the
development of psychic abilities with the simultaneous gaining of
a holistic moral sensibility (the psychic practitioners so trained
then being more able to act with responsibility for the good of all
life forms with whom we interacr).

Because conventional scientific research methods and ideals so
clearly lead to the (possibly unwitting) making of the first choice,
the opportunity confronts us to develop a new type of science-
one that would opt for the second choice by replacing the tradi-
tional experimenter-subject dichotomy with procedures in which
the researcher actively promotes the ability of the "subject "
(human andior non-human) to be his colleague; to act in a way
that leads to open communication and agreement how best to
proceed,'such that the concerns of both parties can more nearly
be fulfilled.a6

Clearly the development of a "moral science," mentioned
earlier, is becoming urgent. But in its absence, ioncrece plans
should be explored for assessment and possible regulation of
psychic technologies in addition to the physical ones now attract-
ing attention.

Planning and research - Cooperative efforts among policy re-
searchers of various natiorls, leading to alternative ways of guiding
and regulating technology joins the development of a "moral
science" and a "moral economics" as an especially urgent need.

Economics - There is little to add beyond what is said above in
"Planning and research" and "Education" later, but it may be
emphasized that regulation of economic institutions would prob-
ably be rqost appropriately achieved by some new economic
model that would embrace the best characteristics of both the
free-enterprise and the socialist models.

Education - If stringenr "top-down" regulation (and the reduc-
tion in the frecdom it would bring) is to be avoided. widely shared
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ideals of what is desirable are necessary. Furthermore, indeed,
control from the top down would not b; effective unless there is
also a widely shared belief in the desirability of such control.
Neither of these conditions exists at present. Only after we have

educated ourselves to appreciate the necessity for either self-
imposed or collaborative control will it become a reality. Thus,
here also education has an important role to play.

lnstitutions - The problems created by the industrial-state
paradigm and the technological imperative demand new concepts
of supra-national organizations for environmental control, co-
ordinated industrial development and alleviation of poverty, and
control of technological developments that threaten individuai
well-being or world stability. Here most of all it seems apparent
that nationalism has to be supplanted by new concepts of plane-
tary organization for guidance, a central aim of which should be

to foster the use of technology and industrialization in the service
of a higher quality of life for all mankind and the continued evo-
lution of the human venture.

Serve the varied needs of differing peoples

The final required "task" that I will briefly address is that of serv-
ing the varied needs of differing peoples. A procedural problem
that must be resolved if human unity is to be realized concerns the
difficulty of adequately representing the interests of divergent
peoples in international policy. In most developed capitalist
nations, and internationally as well, "power" (wealth, influence,
status, choice) is perceived as being increasingly concentrated,
and increasingly used to serve the interests of those in power.
The "poor" (both persons and nations) are thus understandably
unwilling to invest in the solution of environmental problems,
until rhey get their fair share of the affluence whose production
led to thcse problems. Robert Theobald has summarized the
situation conciscly :a?

Our choicc betwcen global dcvelopment or global breakdown depends on

whether wc lca.n to understand thc rcal differcnces in priorities between
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the developed and developing nations of the world. Those nations which
already have sufficient food, clothing, shelter, and services often forget the
imme&ate needs of the poor. Those nations which must sdll solve the
priority problems of production do not fully accept the concerns of the
more developed countries will necessarily move from the quantity of goods
produced to the quality of life.... The climatic condltions, the basic re-
sources, the cultural traditions, the hopes of the population will mean that
different strategies ofgrowth are both necessary and valuabie.

Creative processes - The discussion of the "Creative processes"
and "Economics" above seem very relevant here. It is useful,
however, to remind ouselves of the necessity of actual ffans-
cultural contact 

^ndMlid 
knowledge of differences in new concep-

tions, plans, and policies are to be based on fact rather than
imagination.

Planning and research - In addition to what has been said abour
the need 

'for 
multinational policy research and experimentation

with novel institutional forms, there is a need for research into
more holistic conceptions of the human morivation and need-
fulfillment.

The late Abraham Maslow,as and more recently Clare Graves,ae
have theorized about a hierarchy of needs in which the various
goals and desires of mankind can be ordered. The theory states
that only as man is able to satisfy "lower" needs (such as hunger,
thirst, sleep, and safety) are the "higher" needs (such as belonging-
ness in a group, love, and esteem of self and others) able to
emerge. If ail of these are relatively satisfied, then man naturally
seeks to "actualize himself," that is, to seek self-fulfillment in
ways that promote growth rather than only satisfy deficiencies.
Parsons and otherss0 haue entertained similar theories for whole
societies. Although the research evidence on the validity of these
theories is pitifully small, they appear as the only way in which
the goal of human unity-with natural diversity-might be ren-
dered operational. That is, only by meeting the felt needs-both
of individuals and of societies-can we expect them to endorse a

world order which deals with differences with different, but
equitable, policies.
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Economics - On the topic of economics there is very little to
add to what has previously been said.

Education - One of the potential benefits of highly technolo-
gized mass media (first the transistor radio and now satellite
television broadcasting and re-recordable video cassettes) is to
vastly increase the availability of education for mankind. Not only
do these techniques make feasible the combining of locally-
oriented educational goals with those of a planetary orientation,
they also may make it feasible to individualize the type of educa-
tion offered, such that it can more adequately meet the needs of
different types of learners. This is an area needing much explora-
tion because, while there are many problems to be overcome-such
as the potential for cross-national oropaganda, the amortization of
large initial investments, and other problems of systems manage-
ment-so too there are many benefits that would be difficult to
realize with other methods.

lnstitutions - The prospect of obtaining institutions-either na-

tional or transnational-that serve the varied needs of differing
peoples seems dim indeed unless the types of ehanges discussed
above can come about. The United Nations, with all its ideals and
noble purposes remains a victim of the nationalistic agendas of its
participants and their drive for competitive advantage. Even in
the United States such institutionalized programs as "Education
for the Disadvantaged" and other attempts to meet the needs of
sub-cultural peoples are widely viewed as failures. It is, of course,
difficult and often threatening to one's view of reality to openly
comprehend and respect the differing views of others. The design

of new institutions which would more adequately meet differing
needs by encompassing different approaches, however, seems

impossible unless this kind of openness and understanding is

achieved.

Concluding remarks

I want to emphasize again that the views expressed here are signifi-
cantly different than those held by the majority of Western policy
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analysts and scholars, and that what I have tried to contribute is
more of a framework for exploration of wholesome policies than
a prescription for "human unity." Also they iail to adequately
consider present conceptual and institutional systems that do not
embrace what I have called the "industrial-stare paradigm.',
Nevertheless if the foregoing analysis is at all accurate, we must
prepare ourselves to face and to foster a fundamental change in
the way we view ourselves and other responsibilities, or else
expect to live in a planet that will increasingly become a fouled
and dangerous nest.

It is worthwhile to note that virtually all of the problems dis-
cussed above are man-made, and that the future is dependent on
the choices man makes to an extent never dreamed possible in
times past. Thus, the future is predominantly management-
limited rather than resource-limited; it depends more on the level
of awareness, trust, and cooperative effort of the world's citizens
and its leaders than on any other single factor. As the early
American patriot and statesman Benjamin Franklin was reported
to have said at the signing of the Declaration of Independence,
"Gentlemen, we must all hang together, or, most assuredly, we
shall all hang separately."

AFTERWORD FOR WORLD FUTURES

It is striking how the foregoing discussion seems relevant now in
1981, almost a decade after it was written. AJthough much has
changed in the world since then, many essenrials have remained
the same ("plus ga change, plus c'est la mdme chose").

It may be of interest to some readers that this art:cle was
written in L972 when the author was working at the Center for
the Study of Social Policy, Sanford Research Institute (now
SRI International) with Willis W. Harman and others, on a project
to chart, insofar as possible, what changes in the conceptual
premises underlying "Western" culture would lead to a more
desirable future for all of humanknd. Changing Images of hIan,
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the final report of this project which was released by SRI in 1974,
is to be made available this year by Pergamon Press as part of its
Innouation in Systems Science Series edited by Ervin Laszlo.

Although a number of books with a point of view similar to
that taken here have come out since L972, three are especially
noteworthy due to the way in which they contribute to this spe-

ci{ic line of thought. They are:

1. Willis W. Harman, An Incomplete Guide to the buture,
Norton, 1976 (both a layperson's summary of Changing
Images of Man and an exposition of Harman's vision of the
future).

2. Dennis Pirages, Clobal Ecopolitics: The New Context for
Intenutional Relations, Duxbury Press, 1.978 (an explora-
tion of how needed changes in the dominant social para-
digm of Western culture might look when applied at the
global level).

3. Marilyn Ferguson, The Aquarian Conspiracy, St. Martins
Press, 1980 (a collection of facts, theories, and gossip about
how the culturai transformation discussed above may, in
fact, be coming about-but in ways that few social scientists
would have predicted a decade ago).

If this paper were to be rewritten with the benefit of hindsight,
the only major change I would make is the way in which the con-
cept of a dominant paradigm is discussed. Donald N. Michael has

argued that it is inappropriate to apply Kuhn's concept of para-

digmatic revolutions to the level of society (or culture) atlarge-if
for no other reason than the fact that at this system level it is

virtually impossible to get widespread agreement on what should
constitute an "anomaly." I find Vichael's arguments convincing,
but am frankly not sure how best to theorize about cultural trans-
formation until we have more advanced models of social change

than are now available.
Finally,'inasmuch as this paper was originally written as part

o{ a l:escltrift for Sri Aurobindo, it is appropriate to now end it
with a prediction made by this great prophet and sage of tndia;
a prediction that has become extraordinarily relcvant since 1972
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to a world now entering the throes of an energy crisis that may,
more than any other physical factor, be driving all nations into a

cultural transformation for better or for worse.

[There is]a rather strange conversation which Sri Aurobindo had in 1926, a

little before his retirement, with a French scientist. The remarks made by Sri

Aurobindo, which could then have appeared enigmatic, throw a very curious

light on the orientation of his experiences. It was a question of "modern"
science:

There are two statements of modern science that would stir up deeper

ranges in an occultist:
1) Atoms are whirling systems like the sohr system,

2) The atoms of all the elements are made out of the same constituents.
A different arrangetneflt is the only cause of different properties.

lf these statements were considered under their true aspect, they could lead

science to new discoueries of uhich it has no idea at present and in compari'
son with which the present bnoutledge is poor. This was in 1926.

And Sii Aurobindo continued: According to the experience of ancient
Yogis . . . Agni k threefold:

1) ordinary fire, jada Agni
2) electric fire, vaidyuta Agni
3) solar fire, saura Agni

Science has <;nly entered upon the first and second

tha.t the atom k lihe the solrtr system could lead

the third.
What was Sri Aurobindo hinting at, and first, how was it that he had been

able to know before all our laboratories (not to consider the rishis of six

thousand years ago) that the solar heat-Saura Agni-had a different origin

from what we call fire or electricity, that it is produced by nuclear fusion and

the power of solar cnergy rescmbles that enclosed in our atoms? Here is some-

thing perhaps disconcerting for science which judges only from "concrete
rcalitics", this fact that all our physical realities, of whatever kind, arc lined

with an inncr reality which is their causc and foundation; there is not the

least material element which has not its inner lining, beginning from our own

physical organs which are only thc material counterPart or the support of
the ccntres of consciousness. Everything down here is the projected shadow

or rhc symbolic translation of a light or a force which is bchind, on another

plane. This wholc world is a vast symbol. Science analyscs phenomena, finds

thc cquation oI gravitation, weight, fission of atoms, crc. bur it only rouches

thc cffcct, nevcr the real cause. The yogi sees the causc belore the effcct.

of these fires. The fact
it to the hnowledge of
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The scienrist may be able to deduce the cause from the ef.fect; the yogi
deduces the effects from the cause; he may even deduce effects yet inexistent
from the cause which already exists, the accident that will occur tomorrow
from the force of the accident which is already there behind. The scientist
manipulates the effect and sometimes brings about catastrophes, the yogi
manipulates the cause or rather identifies himself with the Cause and he can

change the effects or, as Sri Aurobindo says, the "habits" which we call laws.

For indeed all our physical effects which we have codified under the form of
laws are nothing more than a convenient support for the manifestarion of
forces which are behind, exactly as in a magic operation where one needs

certain ritualistic diagrams, certain ingredients, certain formulae to enable

the invoked forces to manifest. The whole world is a tremendous magicai

process, a continuous magic. But the terrestrial diagram and all t}e ingredi-
ents we have carefully and unchangeably codified, our infallible formulae
are simply a convention-the terrestrial ritual can change if, instead of being
hypnotised by the effects we pass to the cause which is behind, to the side

of the Magician . . . Behind our phenomena of gravitation . . . there is what
the ancient yogis called Vayu, the cause of gravitation and of the magnetic

fields (as Sri Aurobindo also pointed out in the conversation of L926) and it
is thus the yogi can eventually defy gravity. Behind the solar or nuclear fire
there is the fundamental Agni, that spiritual Agni which is everywhere ...
And it is because Sri Aurobindo and the rishis hadseen this spiritual Agniin
Matter, this "sun in the darkness", that they could have the knowledge ofits
material, atomic effect and of the solar fusions, long before our laboratories.
This is also why, knowing the cause, they have dared to speak of transforma-
tion.51
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